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Video 4 How to Manufacture Cash Flow on Command 
 

• If you’re still not making the money you want in your business… if your solo 

professional practice isn’t providing you with the freedom and profits you 
dreamed of…   

 

• If your platform isn’t bringing you income… if your launches are more of a 
“failure to launch” … 

 
• Even if you’re doing well, but just know there’s more… 

 

 

The FlexiFunnels™ Marketing 
Solution solves all these problems for you. 

This Proven SYSTEM Cranks Out All the Cash-Creating 

Funnels You Need! 

This is not just a course, and not just a coaching 
program – it’s a system for creating successful 
marketing funnels. Any and all funnels you need for 
your business.  

 

 

The FlexiFunnels system is right for you if… 

• You’re planning to do a product Launch and you want to be sure you nail the 
funnels 

• You are an entrepreneur, small business owner, or solo professional and want 

to create your own funnels (granting you the power to create “cash flow 
incidents” on demand). 

• You’re a subject matter expert who is building a Platform – and you don’t 
want to smear your good reputation with bad marketing. 

• You sell products, training or services. 

• You’re a freelancer who wants to learn dozens of new response-boosting 
tricks, the latest “friendly” funnel techniques, and how to attract higher-
paying clients by the dozen. 
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Let’s face the facts.  
You know you need to create powerful, persuasive funnels to sell your products and 

services. You probably know that you can change no other part of your marketing, but 

just replace mediocre funnels with great funnels, and sales skyrocket. 

To succeed in modern times, you have to understand that your audience is smarter. 
They demand more respect than ever before. And they have always deserved it. 

Today, the most powerful funnel is heart-centred, not manipulative, yet powerfully 
persuasive. 
 

Here’s What’s Included 

FlexiFunnels™ Marketing Solution is a complete, 100% comprehensive online learning-
and-doing system that not only teaches you how to create marketing funnels that sell 
your products, services and ideas… but also helps you get it done while you learn. 

You work at your own pace – go as fast or as slow as you want. 

The techniques, tools and templates are yours, and you can use them to create as 
many cash-creating promotions, funnels, product launches, and email campaigns as 

you want. 

For Your One-Time Investment, You Get LIFETIME ACCESS… 

 

Here Are Just A Few Of The Unique Features That Make This Funnel 

Course Different… 

 

Unlike old-fashioned funnel courses you may have seen before, this course 
contains only the things you need and nothing you don’t. There’s no “padding” with 
hundreds of pages of ads from the 1930s to make you experience “perceived value”. 
We prefer giving you actual value… 

Clear Video Instruction 

• Simple “watch over my shoulder” sessions where I show you exactly how to 
create your funnels 

Checklists & Templates 

• These templates and checklists make it easy to get your first draft funnel finished. 

Best of all, they are yours to keep and use over and over, as many times as you 
wish. 
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Full Transcripts & Slides 

• If you like you learning in good old-fashioned text format, you’ll love this. 
Enhanced transcripts of every session. Print ’em and mark ’em up, or read on 
your iPad. We took the notes for you. 

Downloadable Media 

• We make both the audio and video versions of each session downloadable, so 

you can enjoy them anywhere, anytime. 

Do as You Learn 

• This course is set so that you complete the work as you learn. So you don’t just 
walk away with “head knowledge”, you walk away with the funnels finished. 

Q&A Call Library 

• We offer Live Q&A calls at different times throughout the year. If we aren’t 
currently offering live calls when you join, you still get exclusive access to the 

recordings of previous Q&A calls. 

The 5 Most Common Reasons Why You May Resist This World Class 

Marketing Funnel Coaching 

 

Resistance Reason #1: “I don’t know if funnels are really part of my marketing mix, and 
anyway I heard that funnels are dead.” 

Jennifer’s Response:  It doesn’t matter what business you’re in, you need to know 
the powerful secrets of great funnels. Funnels are far from dead; but the game 

has changed. Tap into the knowledge I’ve gained working with my Superstar 
Clients to learn what works today. You’ll gain complete insight into the structure 
of successful and powerful funnels – putting you far ahead of 99% of other 

marketers. 

Resistance Reason #2: “I don’t have a big list and can’t do any kind of online sales 
funnels or direct marketing types of promotion.” 

Jennifer’s Response:  The size of your list doesn’t matter. It doesn’t even matter if 
you don’t have a list at all. In the FREE BONUS TRAINING, Your First 5,000 

Subscribers, you’ll get a complete blueprint and time-tested tactics for building a 

very responsive list from scratch…so you don’t need to have a list right now. 

Resistance Reason #3: “I’m not sure how to go about getting people motivated go 
through my funnel.” 

Jennifer’s Response:  Whether you’re a new marketer or you’re a grizzled 
veteran, when you dig into The FlexiFunnels’ Marketing Solutionyou’ll get proven 
templates and tactics for creating funnels and content that keeps people 

reading from start to finish! 
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Resistance Reason #4: “I’m worried that this is just more of the same old funnel ‘crap’ so 
many people seem be peddling online these days…” 

Jennifer’s Response:  Let’s dissolve this fear right now: the entire coaching 

program is the freshest, newest information about what works now, online and 

offline. Yes, we’ll cover the basics…but in a fresh way, based on my own current 
experience, my latest research and test results that show what works now, and 

what doesn’t. I will give you all my ‘secrets’…and explain why I’m willing to make 
myself obsolete! 

Resistance Reason #5: “I don’t want to create funnels, I just plan to hire a marketer to 
do the work….” 

Jennifer’s Response:  I hate to admit this, but there are some unprincipled people 

out there pretending to be professional online marketers. You need to know the 

information in this coaching program before you go spend tens-of-thousands of 

dollars on a freelancer. 

Funnels are the fastest, easiest, and surest way to boost your sales and profits without 

increasing your advertising or promotional spending. 

Are you ready to boost your sales and profits by improving your marketing funnels? 

Here’s What’s Included 

 
FlexiFunnels Genius Marketing is a complete, 100% comprehensive online learning-and-
doing system that not only teaches you how to create funnels that sell your products, 

services and ideas… but also helps you get it done while you learn. 
 
You work at your own pace – go as fast or as slow as you want. 

The techniques, tools and templates are yours, and you can use them to write as many 
cash-creating promotions, sales letters, product launches, and email campaigns as you 

want. 

For Your One-Time Investment, You Get LIFETIME ACCESS to … 

Stage 1 MARKETING ALCHEMY 

The focus of your MARKETING ALCHEMY strategy should be to determine your goals and 

market as well gain understanding of who makes an ideal customer to ensure 

conversions. What hook will your prospect respond to? 

Stage 2 IDEA ANALYSIS 

During this IDEA ANALYSIS stage, we craft our big idea, which must be both 

Intellectually interesting and emotionally compelling. 
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Stage 3 FUNNEL ACTIVATION 

In the FUNNEL ACTIVATION stage, we use the big idea we developed, choose our 

funnel type and then we get creative, sculpting the perfect headlines as well as 

creating the basic pages.  

Stage 4 TRAFFIC ATTRACTION 

Now that we have a basic working model, we need to start with TRAFFIC ATTRACTION. 

We set up our email marketing for successful follow up and drive traffic into our funnel 

using Facebook ads, or other traffic sources, such as SEO 

Stage 5 METRIC APPRECIATION 

We must track metrics to save us from losing money. We learn the most important 

optimization metrics as well as the most important conversion metrics you should be 

tracking for further METRIC APPRECIATION!  

Stage 6 FUNNEL AMPLIFICATION 

Having measured what works, we can add more moving parts to our funnel, during the 

FUNNEL AMPLIFICATION stage. We can add more pages, emails as well as upsells and 

cross sells. 

Stage 7 RETARGETING ABSORPTION 

We need to have a strategy for return purchases, which is the RETARGETING 

ABSORPTION stage. If you’re not retargeting in your business then you will waste much 
more money on ads, and lose out on higher conversions.  

Stage 8 SCALED ACCELERATION 

Time for SCALED ACCELERATION! We have now engineered the creation of a multi-

step, multi-modality campaign that seamlessly and subtly leads a prospect toward a 

desired action and increased profits - which is the key focus of this model. 
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When You Order Today, You Also Get These FREE Bonus 

Gifts Worth € 9558 

BONUSES 

FB Retargeting Course - Value: € 1795 

If you’re not using retargeting in your business then you will spend more money 
on ads, you’ll lose out on higher conversions which and you stand to lose a lot 
more if your competitors are doing retargeting and you’re not. 

The Income Exploder - Value: € 1195 

A revolutionary training for consultants, coaches, and professional service 
providers, that helps them take a look at where the real money is in their 

business. It could possibly change the way you do business. 

NLP in Internet Marketing - Value: € 499 

In this report, you’ll learn how to use NLP to model success, and you’ll also learn 
some additional NLP techniques for instant change when it comes to Internet 

marketing, both for yourself and the segment of the marketplace you service. 

The Marketing Score Card - Value: € 215 

Without a Marketing Scorecard, there’s a good chance that your business has 
no idea where your Marketing budget is best spent. You also can’t be sure which 
Marketing tactics are working and which aren’t, unless you are keeping score. 

How to Get and Stay Productive - Value: € 127 

Productivity is one thing that we all strive to be excellent at. Although we all have 
different ways of being productive, sometimes the simplest apps can make us 

more productive than ever. I made a list of my favourites for you. 

5 Areas of Mastery - Value: € 327  

5 Areas Of Mastery To Create The Foundation For Your Business is an e-book I 
wrote, full of potential game-changing ideas and then created a video series 

around. This is the first time I share this outside of my other businesses. 
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5 Ways To Grow Profits with 61% - Value: € 327 

So, what is this simple growth and profit-focused formula? 
Generally profits are based only on two factors (revenues and costs), yet the “5 
Ways” sees profit based on 5 separate profit drivers. 

500 Amazing Growth Hacking Tools For Your Business - Value: € 997 

In this video, I’ll give a thorough overview of growth hacking, hiring growth 
hackers, resources on growth hacks, and additional helpful resources, generally 
they are inexpensive (commonly free)  

Your First 5K Subscribers – Value: € 879 

Without question, the #1 problem faced by people just getting started is: not 
having an email list. How do you start from scratch, and build a list of subscribers, 
so that you actually have someone to sell stuff to? And even if you’re not a 
beginner, even if you’ve been at this for a while, and you’re enjoying success 
already… the key to your growth is… you need a bigger list. 
I have never sold this course to the public. It’s brand new. And when I do sell it 
(soon), it will cost € 879. You get free access for life to this course when you enroll 
in the FlexiFunnels™ Marketing Solutionfor this current session 

 
(NOTE: I may choose to never offer this for free again.) I’ll teach you to get your 
first 1,000 subscribers (in as little as a month), and then how to go beyond that 

number. I will show you s sure, simple method for growing your email list. Just this 
past week, I added over 13,000 unique new subscribers to my list… I know how to 
do this! 

SUCCESS COACHING Value: € 2997 

 
At each step along the way, you get success coaching. Your coach helps you 
understand the mindset, the system, guides you, keeps you focused, helps you 

stay on the path, and shows you how to make breakthrough changes without 
wreaking havoc on your existing business. 

With your mentor’s support, you will finally be able to achieve the dreams you 
have for your business and your life. 

Now you can achieve your dreams, too. 

 

4 Guarantees – Even Before You Start Your Training 

You wouldn’t let your so-called “Comfort Zone” rob you of the life I just 
described, would you? 
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Maybe some of those reasons for Resistance I mentioned earlier are pulling at 

you, to hold you back from the life you deserve. 

If that’s the case, let me give you 4 more guarantees to dissolve those reasons for 

Resistance, one by one… 

1. No Funnel Experience Needed, Guaranteed: You don’t need to 
know the first thing about how to “create funnels,” because my training will 
spoon-feed you every step of the way. 

2. No Marketing Experience Needed, Guaranteed:  Maybe you 

don’t have a product to sell, or you don’t have an identity yet in your chosen 
niche. Doesn’t matter. My training shows you how market your products, or 

how to take “tired old funnels” and give them new life – with fresh appeal. 

You’ll have those “dead” products (or brand-new ones you created in less 

than a month) flying out the virtual doors at jaw-dropping speed. 

3. No Extraordinary Tech Skills Needed, Guaranteed:  Even if you 

think you are “tech challenged,” you can still create killer funnels that will 

build your fortune. I’ll show you every trick, tactic, and technique you need to 
know. 

4. No List Needed, Guaranteed: Probably the best reason to start this 

training is not having a list. There’s no quicker, more reliable, more time-tested 

way to build your list than using the funnel “tricks” I’ll teach you in the First 

5,000 Subscribers lessons. We’ll get into specific techniques on how to quickly 
build highly-responsive lists from scratch. 

And Then There’s the Curiously Simple, Completely Unconditional, 

Weasel-Free 100% Money Back Guarantee 

More than a mere Guarantee, it’s my personal promise. Take a full 30 days and work 

your way through all the elements of the course. Create your funnels and use them to 

sell your products and services. 

If you are not surprised and delighted by the increase in sales, profits, and happy 

customers, simply ask for a refund. 

We will promptly send you 100% of your money back, with no hassle, and we will still be 

friends. I take all the risk. You could rip me off, buy with no intention of keeping your 

access… then just download all the materials and ask for your money back (but I trust 
that you won’t!) … and you take no risk at all. 

Okay Jennifer – How Much Is All This Going To Cost? 

Well, let’s get some perspective here. 

How much is it costing you to not have this program? 
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No, really. Come up with a number. 

Let’s say you currently make $10,000 per month, but you want to make $20,000 per 
month. That’s a $10,000 shortfall each month. 

That’s the same as if you’re writing a check for $10,000 each and every month… for 
marketing that doesn’t work. 

How many months do you want to pay $10,000 for not having the FlexiFunnels 

Marketing Genius? 

$10,000 per month comes out to $120,000 per year. 

That’s the cost, in this example, of not being a student at FlexiFunnels’ Marketing 
Genius. 

Pay attention to this!  

How do you want to start?  

You have 2 options. 

Option 1: FlexiFunnels Marketing Bootcamp 

 

 

Option 2: FlexiFunnels Marketing Bootcamp FASTTRACK 

 

 

 

http://freemovementmarketing.com/order-form/
http://freemovementmarketing.com/order-form/
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This is a private and exclusive upgrade to the Flexi-Funnels™ Marketing Solution. Do you 

dislike spending time in group and do prefer to go the distance alone? I get it, I’m the 

same. That’s why, by special request, I created this option for you! 

Rather than being in a group of up to 15 people, and having to wait to get your voice 

heard in the Q&A calls, this allows you PRIVATE and exclusive time with me, where we 

go through the program at YOUR pace, rather than sticking to the routine. 

Don’t worry – you still get everything else that is included in the program, just more 

alone time – think of me as your personal boutique marketing mentor. 

How Much Is It, Already? 

The investment in FlexiFunnels™ Marketing Solution is € 3499, or € 4999 for FlexiFunnels 

Marketing Bootcamp FASTTRACK. 

But FlexiFunnels™ Marketing Solution will cost you nothing.  

Let me explain… 

FIRST, the estimated retail value of everything you receive with your enrolment is € 9558.  

That’s like getting over 3 TIMES the investment back, instantly, the moment you enrol! 

SECOND, you get the skills necessary to MULTIPLY your sales and profits at will.  

Need an infusion of $10,000 – $50,000 – even $100,000 or more? Write a funnel, set it up, 

roll it out, and let the money come to you! 

THIRD, you receive a very particular set of skills that will stay with you for life. The ROI over 

your lifetime is incalculable. 

FINALLY, you have 30 days to decide for yourself. If the FlexiFunnels™ Marketing Solution 

doesn’t work for you, you get your money back. 

For those reasons, the FlexiFunnels™ Marketing Solution costs you nothing. 

Unless you don’t buy it. 

That will cost you $120,000 a year – or more. 

Ready to Take That First Step Toward Prosperity? 

The first step down a new road can be the scariest one to take — but don’t let fear steal 
your dreams. 

After you take the first step, the rest is just as easy as putting one foot in front of the 

other.  And it won’t be long until you’re living that “dream” we talked about earlier. 
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So…whichever of those “Reasons for Resistance” is holding you back – banish them 

from your path. 

Blow through them, break down the barriers, and accelerate toward your future… 

Your future filled with prosperity. 

Claim Your Ticket to Prosperity Now. 

The only way products get sold is through the power of a great funnel. 

In fact, can you imagine trying to sell anything if you weren’t able to at least explain 

what it is and what it does? 

I challenge you to try. It just doesn’t happen. 

Great funnels are just that, “explaining”. It’s salesmanship on a screen. 

And there are definitely some ways to put your case into words – which work better 

than others. That’s what you’re about to learn. 

Now picture that ideal life in your head right now. 

The one you dream of living. 

Make it real. 

Imagine how you would feel if you were already living that life. 

Visualize the way you would breathe if that life was already yours, already a reality. 

Now, step through into that picture by taking action and beginning your training… 

Unlock the Secrets of Funnels Now 

That’s all there is to it…the rest is laid out for you every step of the way… 

Registration Closes SOON 

Enrollment is closing down!  

✓ I only run 2 groups of 10 people every 3 months or so 

✓ If you’re on this page today it means you can still enroll right now, but we are 
100% removing the offer. 

✓ \will NOT be able to enroll in the program. On top of that, I don't know for how 

long I am going to keep the price where it is.... 

✓ You may be looking at this program right now and wondering if you can afford it 

or whether you should invest the money. 

✓ Unfortunately, this type of thinking is only looking at the cost of TAKING action. 

http://writecopythatsells.com/enroll-2017/#buynow
http://writecopythatsells.com/enroll-2017/#buynow
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YES, Jennifer! I want to ENROLL NOW! 

 

 

 

 

 

http://freemovementmarketing.com/order-form/

